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THIS PRESENTATION AND ITS CONTENTS ARE CONFIDENTIAL AND ARE NOT FOR RELEASE, PUBLICATION OR DISTRIBUTION, IN WHOLE OR IN PART, DIRECTLY OR INDIRECTLY, IN OR INTO OR FROM THE UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, CANADA,
AUSTRALIA, JAPAN, THE REPUBLIC OF SOUTH AFRICA OR ANY JURISDICTION WHERE SUCH DISTRIBUTION IS UNLAWFUL.
This presentation has been prepared by Cobra Resources plc (the "Company") solely for your information. For the purposes of this notice, "presentation" means this document, any oral presentation, any question and answer session and any
written or oral material discussed or distributed during the roadshow presentation meeting.
This presentation may not be copied, distributed, reproduced or passed on, directly or indirectly, in whole or in part, or disclosed by any recipient, to any other person (whether within or outside such person's organisation or firm) or published
in whole or in part, for any purpose or under any circumstances.
The presentation has not been independently verified and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made or given by or on behalf of the Company, or its directors, officers, employees, agents, affiliates or advisers, as to, and no
reliance should be placed on, the accuracy, completeness or fairness of the information or opinions contained in this presentation and no responsibility or liability is assumed by any such persons for any such information or opinions or for any
errors or omissions. All information presented or contained in this presentation is subject to verification, correction, completion and change without notice. In giving this presentation, the Company, nor its directors, officers, employees,
agents, affiliates or advisers, undertakes any obligation to amend, correct or update this presentation or to provide the recipient with access to any additional information that may arise in connection with it.
This presentation does not constitute or form part of, and should not be construed as, any offer, invitation or recommendation to purchase, sell or subscribe for any securities in any jurisdiction and neither the issue of the information nor
anything contained herein shall form the basis of or be relied upon in connection with, or act as an inducement to enter into, any investment activity. This presentation does not purport to contain all of the information that may be required to
evaluate any investment in the Company or any of its securities and should not be relied upon to form the basis of, or be relied on in connection with, any contract or commitment or investment decision whatsoever. This presentation is
intended to present background information on the Company, its business and the industry in which it operates and is not intended to provide complete disclosure upon which an investment decision could be made. Any investment decision
should be made solely on the basis of an approved prospectus (together with any supplementary prospectus, if relevant) in relation to the proposed Placing. The merit and suitability of an investment in the Company should be independently
evaluated and any person considering such an investment in the Company is advised to obtain independent advice as to the legal, tax, accounting, financial, credit and other related advice prior to making an investment.
To the extent available, the industry, market and competitive position data contained in this presentation has come from official or third party sources. Third party industry publications, studies and surveys generally state that the data
contained therein have been obtained from sources believed to be reliable, but that there is no guarantee of the accuracy or completeness of such data. While the Company believes that each of these publications, studies and surveys has
been prepared by a reputable source, the Company has not independently verified the data contained therein. In addition, certain of the industry, market and competitive position data contained in this presentation come from the Company's
own internal research and estimates based on the knowledge and experience of the Company's management in the market in which the Company operates. While the Company believes that such research and estimates are reasonable and
reliable, they, and their underlying methodology and assumptions, have not been verified by any independent source for accuracy or completeness and are subject to change without notice. Accordingly, undue reliance should not be placed
on any of the industry, market or competitive position data contained in this presentation.
This presentation is an advertisement for the purposes of the United Kingdom (“UK”) prospectus regulation rules of the FCA made in accordance with section 73A of the UK Financial Services and Markets Act 2000, as amended, and not a
prospectus.
This presentation is, only addressed to and directed at persons in member states of the European Economic Area (the “EEA”) (each, an “EEA Member State”), other than the UK, who are “qualified investors” within the meaning of Article 2(e)
of the Prospectus Regulation (Regulation 2017/1129/EC and amendments and supplements thereto) (“Qualified Investors”). In addition, in the UK, this presentation is, only addressed to and directed only at, Qualified Investors who (i) are
persons who have professional experience in matters relating to investments falling within article 19(5) of the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005, as amended (the “Order”),(ii) are persons who are high
net worth entities falling within Article 49(2)(a) to (d) of the Order, or (iii) are other persons to whom it may otherwise lawfully be communicated (all such persons together being referred to as “Relevant Persons”).
This presentation must not be acted on or relied on (i) in the UK, by persons who are not Relevant Persons, and (ii) in any EEA Member State, other than the UK, by persons who are not Qualified Investors. Any investment or investment
activity to which this presentation relates is available only to Relevant Persons in the UK and Qualified Investors in any EEA Member State other than the UK, and will be engaged in only with such persons.
This presentation and the information contained herein is not intended for publication or distribution in, and does not constitute an offer of securities in, the United States or to any U.S. person (as defined in Regulation S under the U.S.
Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "Securities Act"), Canada, Australia, Japan, the Republic of South Africa or any other jurisdiction where such distribution or offer is unlawful. The Company has not registered and does not intend to
register the offering in the United States or to conduct a public offering of any securities in the United States. Securities may not be offered or sold within the United States without registration, except pursuant to an exemption from, or in a
transaction not subject to, the registration requirements of the Securities Act. Subject to certain limited exceptions, neither this presentation nor any copy of it may be taken, transmitted or distributed, directly or indirectly, into the United
States, its territories or possessions. Any failure to comply with the foregoing restrictions may constitute a violation of U.S. securities laws. The Company has not been, and will not be, registered under the U.S. Investment Company Act of
1940, as amended.
This presentation includes forward-looking statements. The words "expect", "anticipate", "intends", "plan", "estimate", "aim", "forecast", "project" and similar expressions (or their negative) identify certain of these forward-looking
statements. These forward-looking statements are statements regarding the Company's intentions, beliefs or current expectations concerning, among other things, the Company's results of operations, financial condition, liquidity, prospects,
growth, strategies and the industry in which the Company operates. The forward-looking statements in this presentation are based on numerous assumptions regarding the Company's present and future business strategies and the
environment in which the Company will operate in the future. Forward-looking statements involve inherent known and unknown risks, uncertainties and contingencies because they relate to events and depend on circumstances that may or
may not occur in the future and may cause the actual results, performance or achievements of the Company to be materially different from those expressed or implied by such forward looking statements. Many of these risks and
uncertainties relate to factors that are beyond the Company's ability to control or estimate precisely, such as future market conditions, currency fluctuations, the behaviour of other market participants, the actions of regulators and other
factors such as the Company's ability to continue to obtain financing to meet its liquidity needs, changes in the political, social and regulatory framework in which the Company operates or in economic or technological trends or conditions.
Past performance should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of future results, and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made regarding future performance. Some of the information is still in draft form and will only be
finalised, if legally verifiable, at the time of the final prospectus. The Company expressly disclaims any obligation or undertaking to release any updates or revisions to these forward-looking statements to reflect any change in the Company's
expectations with regard thereto or any change in events, conditions or circumstances on which any statement is based after the date of this presentation or to update or to keep current any other information contained in this presentation.
Accordingly, undue reliance should not be placed on the forward-looking statements, which speak only as of the date of this presentation.

Disclaimer
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CORPORATE SNAPSHOT
Capital Structure   Aug 2020

Shares on Issue 187.3m

Warrants (@£0.02) ~98m 

Market Capitalisation @ 2.25p £4.2m

Directors & Management

Greg Hancock Non-Exec Chairman

Craig Moulton Managing Director

Dan Maling Non-Exec Director

David Clarke Non-Exec Director

Ben Hodges Company Secretary

Major Shareholders  28th August 2020

Shareholder Designation Shares Issued Capital %

JIM NOMINEES LIMITED 18,922,036 10.1%

HARGREAVES LANSDOWN (NOMINEES) 15942 15,764,178 8.4%

HARGREAVES LANSDOWN (NOMINEES) VRA 14,458,047 7.7%

SHARE NOMINEES LTD 14,452,232 7.7%

PENN NOMINEES PTY LTD 12,293,977 6.6%

DAVID BRIAN CLARKE 12,293,976 6.6%

INTERACTIVE INVESTOR SERVICES 10,465,441 5.6%

HARGREAVES LANSDOWN (NOMINEES) HLNOM 10,370,647 5.5%

HSDL NOMINEES LIMITED 7,801,291 4.2%

BARCLAYS DIRECT INVESTING NOMINEES 6,877,321 3.7%

NURRAGI INVESTMENTS PTY LTD 6,666,667 3.6%

INTERACTIVE INVESTOR SERVICES 6,093,030 3.3%

CRAIG PETER BALL 5,627,309 3.0%
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3 SOURCES OF SHAREHOLDER 
VALUE GROWTH

1. Brownfield - 211,000 oz gold resource 

in 3 deposits with potential for 5 fold+ 

increase

2. Greenfield - 22 regional prospects with 

multi-million ounce aggregate resource 

potential

3. Blue Sky - 4 IOCG (Olympic Dam style) 

copper-gold targets

211,000 oz JORC Resource

22 Greenfields Prospects

IOCG Blue Sky

“The Cobra Board is focused on building a 1m+ oz gold resource at Wudinna”

Prime Address
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• Wudinna has a 211,000 oz JORC(2012) 

Resource

• Cobra has a right to earn 75% interest in 

Wudinna by spending A$5m Over 6 

years

• Lowest EV/Resource oz of its peers

• Cobra is currently £20/oz

UNDERVALUED
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• Established fertile gold system with multi-million ounce 

resource potential

• Wudinna has 3 Brownfield deposits Barns, Baggy 

Green & White Tank all within 5kms

• Contains 211,000oz JORC(2012) resources with potential 

for significant extension from further drilling

• Open pit non-refractory mineralisation

• High grade intercepts up to 97g/t

Central Gawler Gold Province

Deposit
JORC (2012)

Classification
Tonnes

(,000)

Grade 
(g/t Au)

Au 
(oz)

Barns Indicated 410 1.4 18,000

Barns Inferred 1,710 1.5 86,000

Total 2,120 1.5 104,000

White Tank Inferred 280 1.4 13,000

Baggy Green Inferred 2,030 1.4 94,000

Total 4,430 1.5 211,000
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Wudinna

Kyancutta

Wudinna Gold Project
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Genetic Model – Orogenic Lode Gold

• Source of metal / heat is the emplacement of the 
Hiltaba suite granites / Gawler Range volcanics -
melting (reprocessing) of Archean crust

• Formed large mineralized systems e.g. Olympic 
Dam, Carrapateena, Prominent Hill

• Emplacement is controlled by regional structures 
(faults / sheers) which provide voids (plumbing) to 
focus hydrothermal fluids

• Precipitation of gold veins often associated with 
second or third order structures

• Current model assumes en echelon vein sets 
oriented ~45°s to regional stress direction

Source: https://www.ga.gov.au/data-pubs/data-and-publications-
search/publications/critical-commodities-for-a-high-tech-world/orogenic-mineral-
systems

Hiltaba
Granites

Source: https://structuredatabase.wordpress.com/brittle-shear-sense-
indicators/
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Proterozoic 

Basement

Lower 

Saprolite

Upper 

Saprolite

Calcrete

Aeolian sand

Calcrete Au anomaly

Calcrete Geochemistry
Soil anomalies can be broad, shallow RAB holes may not intersect gold which is mobile in upper saprolite.
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Pathfinders - remain
Au + Ag + Cu- removed

Au + Ag + Cu + Bi 
+ Te + W 

Pathfinders + Au - remain
Ag + Cu - removed

Drilling intercepts (based on shown orientation):

Orebody ✓   

Gold ✓ ✓  

Pathfinders ✓ ✓ ✓ 

Shallow RAB drilling 
can miss an orebody

Pathfinder intercepts 
in historic RAB drilling 
can be interpreted to 
locate the orebody

No Gold in this zone only 
pathfinders

Bi + Te + W 

Au+ Bi + Te + W 
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Geochemistry
• 3 Geochem programs completed in 2020

• Stage 1 – Calibration 

• Stage 2 – Brownfields extensions

• Stage 3 – Drill targeting / prioritisation

• Calibration program:

• Established Au-Bi-Te-W-Ag-Cu pathfinder elements

• Identified high mobility of Au-Cu in weathering profile

• Stage 2 program:

• Demonstrated large scale prospectivity and continuity of 
geochemical anomalies

• Baggy Green shows highly anomalous pathfinders extending over 
1.2km to the north

• Showed importance of regional structures

• Highly elevated Mo anomaly at Grace prospect – Copper / IOCG??

• Stage 3 program:

• 80% of assays received – BG, Clarke,  Laker & Larwood

• Will significantly improve drillhole targeting

1.2km
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Hagstrom Drilling Equity Agreement
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• The positive results from the geochemical analysis is 
driving the Company to an aggressive exploration 
program

• To maximise exploration budgets and minimise budget 
risk, a drilling equity agreement has been negotiated 
with Hagstrom Drilling

• The agreement includes:

• A fixed cost per metre rate including mobilization and 
consumables

• 67% of the fixed rate is paid as cash

• 33% of the fixed rate paid as equity

• The agreement is being expanded to a total of 10,000m 
to facilitate planned drilling programs

• Also demonstrates project confidence by informed 
industry participants
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H2,2020 EXPLORATION PROGRAMME
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Primary Objectives

• Build Resource Base towards 1m oz+

• Complete Stage 1 Equity earn-in

Technical Objectives

• Confirm orientation of mineralisation at Baggy Green and Barns

• Define orientation and continuity of mineralisation at Clarke / Laker

• Establish the source of gold anomalism at Larwood

Programme 1

RC Drilling
Baggy Green
Baggy Green North
Clarke
Laker

Programme 2
Auger Geochem
Larwood

Programme 3

RC Drilling
Barns
Larwood

September

October

November

December

Programme 1

September – 25 holes – 3750m; 

Baggy Green, Baggy Green North, Clarke & 

Laker [subject to e-PEPR]

Programme 2

November 2020 – Auger Geochem Larwood

Programme 3

November / December 2020 – 20 holes – 3000m 

Barns & Larwood
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H2,2020 EXPLORATION PROGRAMME
Current Drill Design
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Programme 1

RC Drilling
Baggy Green
Baggy Green North
Clarke
Laker

Programme 2
Auger Geochem
Larwood

Programme 3

RC Drilling
Barns
Larwood

September

October

November

DecemberBaggy Green

21 holes 3150m

Laker

4 holes 600m

Larwood

Auger holes

Clarke

Baggy Green 

North

Baggy 

Green
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IOCG Exploration
• IOCG or Iron-Oxide-Copper-Gold deposits typically 

form massive world class orebodies (e.g. BHP’s 
Olympic Dam (300km NE) and Oz Minerals Prominent 
Hill and Carrapateena

IOCG indicators

• Proximal to the Hiltaba Suite / GRV unconformity

• Geochemical element suite Te, Bi, W, Cu, Mo

• Discrete magnetic + gravity anomalies

Exploration Program

• Gridded Geochem auger sampling program

• RC drill program to target priority areas

• An IOCG discovery would transform the Company 
into a major mining house

Walker Prospect

Discrete magnetic 
targets

Discrete magnetic 
targets

Hiltaba Suite 
Granite

Magnetic high

Gravity high 
(contours)
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Blue Sky
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PRINCE ALFRED
• 100% owned by Cobra subsidiary Lady Alice Mines 

Pty Ltd.

• Historic high-grade mineralisation / operations. 

• Mining ceased due to existing technology / copper 
price paradigm.

• Depth extent of mineralisation has yet to be properly 
tested.

• Mineralisation can be tested quickly and cheaply.

• A clear exploration programme.

Photo Source: https://www.environment.sa.gov.au/files/sharedassets/public/heritage/her-reg-prince-alfred-copper-mine-precinct-assessment-report.pdf
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“the lode appears to be faulted at 

the 108-ft and 170-ft levels and 

although still very satisfactory, is not 

as rich in the lower as in the upper 

workings. It continues underfoot on 

the 170-ft level…..From structural 

considerations it appears that there 

is a strong possibility that the lode 

will continue underfoot for some 

considerable depth.”

https://www.environment.sa.gov.au/files/sharedassets/public/heritage/her-reg-prince-alfred-copper-mine-precinct-assessment-report.pdf
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Conclusions

Quality – High-grade, fertile gold system with scale to 
develop a new goldfield

Value – 211,000oz JORC resource - undervalued

Scale – 3 Brownfield deposits with potential for 5 fold+ 
increase

22 Greenfield prospects with multi-million ounce 
aggregate resource potential

Innovation – Industry leading science provides pathfinders to 
mineralisation and reduced risk in drilling target 
identification

Blue Sky – An IOCG discovery would create huge 
shareholder value


